
   
 

Roadmap to Capacity Supply (including minimum requirements), v1.0 

Stakeholder X-18  from X-13 at the latest X-11 X-10.5 X-5 Comments 
“Leading (international) 
entity for capacity 
planning and 
management”  

Get access to the capacity 
supply.  

Coordinates construction of 
products. Ensures international 
harmonisation of products. 

Ensures timely and correct 
publication of all capacity supplies. 

Ensures timely and proper correction of 
all reported inconsistencies in the 
capacity supply. 

 Acts as a 1st level escalation 
platform/entity and issues 
decisions. 

IM Based on the capacity model, 
constructs the capacity 
products.  

Actively comes with the proposals of 
the capacity supply to the other 
concerned IMs to coordinate and 
harmonise border times and other 
parameters. 

Publishes the capacity supply. 
Without undue delay, corrects all 
notified inconsistencies.  

Last day to correct any inconsistency.  Updates the capacity supply 
in regards of RP, includes 
minor TCRs. Coordinates the 
update with other concerned 
IMs. 

Is in charge of coordinated 
capacity diagrams updates, for 
instance, if any object shifts, is 
allocated etc.  

Other concerned IMs Get access to the capacity 
models of the IM in 
elaboration. 

Actively collaborate with the IM to 
come with a high-quality harmonised 
capacity supply. 

Are given the possibility to notify of 
inconsistencies in IM´s capacity 
supply. Without undue delay, 
corrects all notified inconsistencies 
on their side.  

Last day to correct any inconsistency. Actively support the IM. Is in charge of coordinated 
capacity diagrams updates, for 
instance, if any object shifts, is 
allocated etc.  

RU applicants   Gets access to the capacity supply. 
Is given the possibility to notify of 
inconsistencies.  

 Last day to confirm RP 
request validity for the 
upcoming timetable period. 

 

Non-RU applicants   Gets access to the capacity supply. 
Is given the possibility to notify of 
inconsistencies 

 Last day to confirm RP 
request validity for the 
upcoming timetable period. 

 

MoT       

RB   Gets access to the capacity supply.    

Regions, local 
governments, transport 
associations, industries 

      

Terminals and service 
facilities 

Get access to the capacity 
supply. 

Cooperate with IMs to ensure 
consistency of offered services with 
IMs´ products. 

    

IT Capacity hub supports 
visualisation and coordination 
of all objects in the capacity 
supply. 

 Capacity hub archives the version 
of capacity supply published at X-
11. 

Capacity hub archives the version of 
capacity supply updated at X-10.5. 

Capacity hub archives the 
version of capacity supply 
updated at X-5. 

Capacity hub updates the 
capacity diagrams in real-time. 
The updates continue from X-
8.5 to X+12. 

Legal framework   2012/34/EC, Annex VII    

 

Minimum requirements for a published capacity model: 

• Scope-time: 365-days overview in capacity diagrams. 

• Scope-unit: Capacity supply published per train-path-line section (with a possibility to zoom out to a line and corridor) and direction. 

• Scope-geography: Complete network. 

• Content-TCRs: Major, High, Medium impact TCRs (as published at X-12), buffer-blocks for minor, prolonged and late TCRs. 

• Content-ATT: Any of these products can be used: system paths, bandwidths, empty space for tailor-made requests. The cross-border capacity shall be harmonised – in case the neighbouring IMs use different product publication for the 
same capacity, the times and volumes in the handover point shall be agreed and part of the publication.  

• Content-RP: Safeguarded system paths and or bandwidths (with a set number of available slots). The cross-border capacity shall be harmonised – in case the neighbouring IMs use one system paths and other bandwidths – the times 
and volumes in the handover point shall be agreed and part of the publication   

• Content-ad hoc/short-term path request: Safeguarded system paths and or bandwidths (with a set number of available slots). Also, empty space can be used for ad hoc requests, but in case the capacity is also safeguarded, this information 
should be part of the publication (preferably, as a wide bandwidth product). 

 
Note: It is not assumed that IMs and other stakeholders see always the same version of capacity diagrams. For instance, between X-8.5 and X-6.5 the applicants should not see the capacity diagrams in elaboration for confidentiality reasons. 


